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Abstract Stimulus properties are known to affect duration
judgments. In this study, we tested the effect of motion coher-
ence levels in randomly moving dots on the perceived dura-
tion of these stimuli. In Experiments 1 and 2 we tested partic-
ipants on a temporal reproduction task, using stimuli with
varying degrees of motion coherence as the to-be-timed stim-
uli. Our results in both experiments showed that increasing
motion coherence from the encoded (i.e. the first) to the
reproduced (i.e. the second) stimulus leads to longer reproduc-
tion times. These effects were primarily additive in nature, and
their magnitude increased with the difference between the
coherence levels in the encoding versus reproduction
(decoding) phases. This effect was not mirrored when there
was a decrease inmotion coherence. Experiment 3 tested if the
differential number of exploratory saccadic eye-movements
during encoding and reproduction predicted these effects.
The behavioral findings of Experiment 1 and 2 were replicated
in the third experiment, and the change in the number of eye
movements from encoding to reproduction predicted the re-
production time when there was an increase in motion coher-
ence. These results are explained by the effect of attention on
the latency to initiate temporal integration that is only mani-
fested when there is an increase in the level of motion
coherence.

Keywords Time perception . Signal-to-noise ratio . Random
dotmotion .Temporal reproduction .Saccadiceyemovements

Accurate timing ability is essential to many daily cognitive
tasks (Allan, 1979; Buhusi & Meck, 2005). However, a con-
stantly growing body of literature shows that the subjective
experience of time is highly susceptible to subtle changes in
nontemporal stimulus properties (Eagleman, 2008; Eagleman
& Pariyadath, 2009). For instance, Xuan, Zhang, He, and
Chen (2007) have shown that an increase in the magnitude
of various properties of the to-be-timed stimulus (e.g., its size,
luminance, numeric value) lead to longer temporal judgments
(also see Berglund, Berglund, Ekman, & Frankenhaeuser,
1969; Rammsayer & Verner, 2014, for similar effects in
other domains). These so called temporal illusions are thought
to be mediated by different arousal and attentional levels in-
duced by the respective stimuli, with implications regarding
the neural mechanisms that underlie time perception (see
Merchant, Harrington, & Meck, 2013, for a review).

Although the majority of the aforementioned studies sys-
tematically tested the effect of themagnitude of stimulus prop-
erties on the subjective experience of duration, to our knowl-
edge, no study has investigated the effect of motion coherence
levels (SNR; signal-to-noise ratio of motion direction) on time
perception. To this end, by employing a temporal reproduction
paradigm and using random dot motion (RDM) stimuli as the
to-be-timed stimulus (see Gold & Shadlen, 2001), this study
aimed to elucidate the effect of the level of coherent motion on
the perception of supra-second intervals. To further explicate
any potential relationship between the perceived durations and
the differential number of eye movements elicited by various
levels of motion coherence from encoding to reproduction
(e.g., Burr, Ross, Binda & Morrone, 2010; Penney et al.
2016; Suzuki & Yamazaki, 2010), we conducted an additional
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experiment where the eye movements of participants were
recorded while being tested in identical task conditions.

The typical result from research on the effect of motion on
perceived duration suggests that moving stimuli are perceived
to last longer compared to stationary ones (Brown, 1995), and
this distortion (i.e., dilation) in the perception of time intervals
increases as a function of the speed of movement (e.g.,
Beckmann & Young, 2009; Kaneko & Murakami, 2009;
Tomassini, Gori, Burr, Sandini, & Morrone, 2011). For in-
stance, Matthews (2011) has shown that a constantly moving
stimulus is perceived to last longer than a decelerating one,
which in turn seems to last longer than an accelerating stimu-
lus. Kanai, Paffen, Hogendoorn, and Verstraten (2006), on the
other hand, have used flickering stimuli to show that temporal
frequency is more critical to the lengthening of the perceived
duration than speed or spatial frequency (but see Kaneko &
Murakami, 2009), whereas coherence was found to have no
effect at all on the perceived durations. However, Yamamoto
and Miura (2016) have recently shown that, depending on
stimulus configurations, the perceived speed and the coher-
ence of motion in line segments affects perceived time, further
demonstrating the role of motion processing on interval
timing. Thus, although the debate as to how motion is related
to time perception is not settled, no study so far has used RDM
(or related) stimuli to formally define and systematically ma-
nipulate the amount of coherent motion (i.e., SNR) in a timed
stimulus while simultaneously keeping such confounding var-
iables as size, speed, and direction of motion constant.

Studies linking stimulus magnitudes (e.g., size, lumi-
nosity, speed) with distortions in the perception of their
durations generally make use of information-processing
models as the theoretical basis for the interpretation of
their findings (see Grondin, 2010, for a tutorial review).
Among these, the Scalar Timing Theory (STT; Gibbon,
Church, & Meck 1984), the information processing var-
iant of the Scalar Expectancy Theory (Gibbon, 1977; see
Allman, Teki, Griffiths, & Meck, 2014, for a review),
allows researchers to make testable predictions based
on modulations in its components as a result of manipu-
lations made in external stimuli (i.e. the input compo-
nent). For instance, an increase in pacemaker rate (i.e.,
due to arousal) is thought to underlie time dilation
(Kaneko & Murakami, 2009; Matthews, 2011; Zelkind,
1973; see Wearden, Edwards, Fakhri, & Percival, 1998,
for a discussion). Modulations of the attentional gating
of pacemaker outputs to the working memory system or
memory processes also have clear predictions regarding
timing behavior (Droit-Volet, Clément, & Wearden,
2001; Wearden et al., 1998). More specifically, it has
been suggested that more attention paid to time should
lead to more pulses being integrated in the clock stage
(Zakay & Block, 1995), which in turn code for a longer
duration (i.e., dilation of perceived time; Yarrow,

Haggard, & Rothwell, 2004). Thus, models such as the
STT have consistently proven useful in explaining vari-
ations in timing behavior as a result of experimental
manipulations.

Although current models of interval timing do not
make clear predictions regarding SNR (motion coherence
in our case) and perceived time, certain hypotheses can be
formulated with regard to the cited literature on the effect
of motion direction SNR on different components of tem-
poral information processing. Principally, if the amount of
coherent motion (i.e., SNR) in an RDM stimulus is taken
as an indicator of the magnitude of the motion, an RDM
stimulus with higher coherence would be expected to in-
crease the rate of the pacemaker, leading to overestima-
tions of durations coded by these stimuli, and vice versa.
If, on the other hand, higher SNR grabs more attention at
the expense of attention paid to the duration of the stim-
ulus (Thomas & Cantor, 1978; Thomas & Weaver, 1975;
Tse, Intriligator, Rivest, & Cavanagh, 2004), then an
RDM stimulus with higher coherence should decrease
the rate of temporal integration, leading to underestima-
tions of durations coded by these stimuli. Both of these
effects would be multiplicative and therefore would be
expected to be proportional to the target duration. If the
presence of motion in the RDM stimulus introduces an
additive effect (e.g., due to the delay in switch closure),
however, its time normalized effect would decrease with
longer target durations. In any case, the slope and inter-
cept of regression lines relating reproduced durations to
target durations can be used for capturing the effect of
various types of experimental manipulations on disparate
STT components (e.g., Wearden et al., 1998).

Finally, in addition to being a viable tool for
representing various levels of SNR, the nature of the to-
be-timed stimulus used in this study (i.e., the RDM stim-
ulus) is also unique in the sense that the perception of
different levels of SNR might correlate with the emer-
gence of subtly different visual responses. More specifi-
cally, it can be assumed that various levels of embedded
coherent motion might elicit different patterns of eye
movements (Beutter & Stone, 2000; Schütz, Braun,
Movshon, & Gegenfurtner, 2010; see Schütz, Braun, &
Gegenfurtner, 2011, for a review). These patterns in turn
can be quantified by the number of exploratory saccades
in response to (i.e., while observing) an RDM stimulus.
This assumption has crucial implications for the current
study because, in addition to being classically related to
distortions in the perception of space (Lappe, Awater, &
Krekelberg, 2000; Ross, Morrone, & Burr 1997), saccadic
eye movements have recently been shown to compress
perceived durations (see Burr et al., 2010; Eagleman,
2005). This, in turn, suggests that different patterns/
numbers of eye movements in response to different levels
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of motion coherence may also mediate systematic distor-
tions of perceived durations (e.g., Cheng & Penney, 2015;
Penney et al., 2016).

Studies investigating the relationship between eye move-
ments and time perception have tended to use highly con-
trolled single trial paradigms, where the perceived duration
between two eye movements was shown to be compressed
as a result of single voluntary saccades (Morrone, Ross, &
Burr, 2005; Suzuki & Yamazaki, 2010). In contrast, by
employing an RDM stimulus as the to-be-timed stimulus,
the current paradigm allows the participants to make multiple
voluntary/exploratory saccades throughout a trial, thereby
making it possible to observe the cumulative effect of a series
of saccadic eye movements on perceived durations. In light of
the cited literature, it was predicted that a duration timed con-
current with a higher number of saccades should be perceived
to be shorter, compared to a duration in which a lower number
of saccades were elicited by the stimulus. Thus, if the higher
motion coherence elicits a larger number of eye movements,
then it can be hypothesized, that within the temporal repro-
duction paradigm (Eisler, 1976), timed stimuli should be
overreproduced if that duration has been encoded with lower
coherence stimulus and reproduced with higher coherence
stimulus. An inverse behavioral output (i.e., under reproduc-
tion of durations) is predicted when higher coherence stimulus
during encoding is followed by a lower coherence stimulus
during reproduction.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants Forty-one students of Koç University (18 male,
Mage = 20.7 years, age range = 18–26 years) participated in
Experiment 1 for course credit. Thirty-nine participants were
tested in two identical sessions, whereas the remaining two
participants were tested in a single session. Approximately
11 % of all participants were left-handed. All experiments
were approved by the Institutional Review Panel for Human
Subjects of Koç University and were in accordance with the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants pro-
vided written consent for their participation for all three
experiments.

Stimuli and apparatus Stimuli used were circular RDM
patches, with a diameter of approximately 7.6 cm, consisting
of a percentage of randomly moving white dots (3 × 3 pixels)
complemented by a coherent motion of the remaining dots
(i.e., signal) in rightward or leftward direction (0 or 180 de-
grees, respectively). All stimuli were presented on a black
background, on a 21-in. LCD screen (60 Hz refresh rate) on
an Apple iMac G4 computer, generated in MATLAB, using

the PsychToolbox Extension (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner,
Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997) on the SnowDots frame-
work developed by Joshua Gold at the University of
Pennsylvania. Participants sat at a distance of 58–63 cm from
the screen, in a dimly lit room, and provided their responses
using a standard Apple iMac keyboard. In addition to three
different coherences in the RDM stimuli (0, 8, & 64 %; see
below), an additional static stimulus was also used, which
consisted of a snapshot image of a sample RDM patch, where
none of the dots moved. No feedback was given in any of the
experimental trials.

Procedure Participants’ task was to reproduce a given (i.e.,
encoded) duration by holding down the space button as close
to the target duration as possible. At the start of the first ses-
sion, nine practice trials were completed, in which visual feed-
back was given as the normalized distance between a central
red line representing the encoded duration, and a white line to
the right or left of this central line, representing the amount of
over- or underreproduction, respectively. Each trial began
with the press of the space key, triggering the presentation of
an RDM stimulus with 0, 8, or 64 % coherent motion, or the
static image, for a duration of 2.1, 3.7, or 5.4 seconds. Our
main objectives in selecting these target durations were to (1)
span a large enough supra-second duration range and (2) not
present durations that can be sectioned into full seconds to
prevent the use of any chronometric methods. After an inter-
stimulus interval sampled from a truncated exponential distri-
bution with a mean of 2 s (with a lower bound of 1 s and an
upper bound of 5.6 s), a short verbal instruction appeared on
the screen, prompting participants to hold down the space key
for reproducing the encoded duration. At the onset of this
button press, another RDM stimulus was presented on the
screen with one of the coherence levels until the space key
was released. The presentation of the encoded RDM stimulus
and its subsequent reproduction constituted a single trial. All
coherence pairs—encoded and reproduced—and all durations
were counterbalanced. Each session lasted 50–60 minutes. To
further make sure that participants were looking at the screen
and thereby paying attention to the task, in approximately
20 % of the trials a small triangle or a square with a height
of 10 pixels was flashed for 10 ms in the center of the screen,
following the encoded stimulus. The participants’ additional
task in these trials was to report which shape was the one that
was flashed. These trials were automatically replaced by
others with identical settings (without flashing shape) at a
random order within the session. Data from these replacement
trials were used in the analyses instead. Each session consisted
of a total of 230 trials, 192 of which were used in the analysis.

Data analysis Trials in which the reproduced durations were
larger than 3 times, or less than one third of the target duration,
were treated as outliers and excluded from the analysis
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(average percentage of cases, short duration:M = 2.87 %; mid
duration: M = 2.52 %; long duration: M = 2.35 %).
Participants with mean reproductions above and below two
standard deviations of the sample mean in any of the target
duration conditions were excluded from further analyses
(amounting to four participants in this experiment).

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with same coherence
pairs (four levels: 0 vs. 0; 8 vs. 8; 64 vs. 64; static vs. static)
and target duration (three levels: 2.1 s, 3.7 s, 5.4 s) as within-
subjects factors, and mean normalized reproduction times as
the dependent variable, was conducted. Additionally, a three-
factor repeated-measures ANOVAwas conducted, with dura-
tion (three levels: 2.1 s, 3.7 s, 5.4 s), unequal coherence pairs
(three levels: 0 vs. 8; 8 vs. 64; 0 vs. 64), and the order of lower
coherence stimulus (two levels: lower coherence stimulus
encoded & lower coherence stimulus reproduced) as the
within-subjects factors, and normalized reproduction time as
the dependent variable, was conducted. If an interaction was
observed between target duration and any of the within-
subjects factors, follow-up two-way repeated-measures
ANOVAs, with coherence pairs (three levels) and the order
of lower coherence stimulus (two levels) as the two factors,
were conducted separately for the three target durations.
Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied for comparisons
where sphericity was violated in all three experiments.

Finally, the change in normalized reproduction times of
each participant were calculated and ordered as a function of
the absolute difference between the coherence of the encoded
and reproduced RDM stimulus, separately for the different
orders of the lower coherence conditions and durations, and
the gathered slopes were compared to a slope of 0 (i.e., slope
expected if there was no effect of coherence difference) using
one-sample t tests.

By design, all three experiments in this study employed a
variety of SNR levels. Namely, the coherence used in either
the encoded or the reproduced stimulus order is of directly
relevance to how it should be interpreted. We will use an
order-specific parenthetical notation to refer to the coherence
level of the encoded (i.e., first) and the reproduced (i.e., sec-
ond) stimuli pairs within a trial. For instance, B(8, 64)^ will
mean that Ban RDM stimulus with 8 % coherence was
encoded, and an RDM stimulus with 64 % coherence was
reproduced.^

Results

Although comparisons regarding differing encoded and
reproduced coherence pairs were our main interest in this ex-
periment, we first analyzed mean normalized reproduced du-
rations (i.e., reproduced duration divided by target duration) in
same coherence pairs across target durations to detect any
systematic over- or underreproduction between durations

(see Fig. 1). Visual inspection of Fig. 1a suggests an
overreproduction of the 2.1-s duration, close-to-target repro-
duction of the 3.7-s duration, and an underreproduction of the
5.4-s duration (in all same-coherence pairs). Our analysis
showed a main effect of target duration, F(1.089, 39.202) =
108.57, p < .001, ηp

2 = .75, as well as a significant main effect
of same coherence pairs, F(3, 108) = 35.65, p < .001, ηp

2 = .50,
and no interaction between target duration and same coher-
ence pairs, F(4.05, 145.75) = 2.36, p = .055. Post hoc analyses
showed that the difference between all three durations reached
significance (all ps < .001). Additionally, post hoc analyses of
the effect of coherence pairs showed that the static dot array
stimuli were reproduced significantly longer (M = 1.08) com-
pared to all of the remaining stimuli with embedded coherent
motion (i.e., 0, 8, & 64 % coherence stimuli; see Fig. 1a).
Further analyses with unequal coherence pairs showed that,
regardless of the order in which it was presented (i.e., during
encoding;M = 1.07 , SD = 0.15, or reproductionM = 1.06, SD
= 0.15), the trials in which the static stimulus was presented
were always overreproduced compared to trials in which both
stimuli had embedded motion in them (M = 1, SD = 0.14).
Hence, although the static dot array stimulus was included in
our study as a representative condition for an Babsolute lack of
motion,^ altogether these results preclude us from making
further comparisons using the static dot array stimulus as a
parametric level of SNR in combination with the three dynam-
ic RDM stimuli. Therefore the remaining analyses were con-
ducted by using those trials where both given and reproduced
durations were represented by dynamic RDM stimuli only.

Next, we compared the data from unequal coherence pairs.
The three-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with data from
unequal coherence pair conditions, showed that all three main
effects were significant, duration: F(1.08, 38.69) = 107.05, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .75; coherence pairs: F(2, 72) = 20.31, p < .001, ηp
2

= .36; order of lower coherence stimulus: F(1, 36) = 17.29, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .32. There was also a significant interaction be-
tween duration and order of lower coherence, F(1.43, 51.52)
= 4.55, p = .025, ηp

2 = .11, as well as order of lower coherence
and coherence pairs, F(1.6, 57.8) = 8.77, p = .001, ηp

2 = .20.
For easier tractability, these results necessitated separate two-
way ANOVAs to be conducted for the three target durations
(see Table 1).

Note that if the SNR of the stimuli (or the difference be-
tween them) had no effect on the reproduced durations, we
would expect no significant differences between the unequal
encoded and reproduced coherence pairs when the order of
stimuli is switched. Our analyses opposed this prediction,

�Fig. 1 Mean normalized reproduction time as a function of same
coherence pairs and target duration in (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment
2, and (c) Experiment 3. Dashed green horizontal line denotes
hypothetical perfectly accurate performance. Error bars denote standard
errors of the mean. (Color figure online)
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showing that the reproduced durations were significantly lon-
ger when the lower coherence is encoded compared to when it
is reproduced for all target durations (see Table 1). There was
also a significant effect of unequal coherence pairs for all
durations, as well as an interaction between the coherence
pairs and low coherence order for the 3.7 and 5.4 s duration
conditions (see Table 1). The simple effects analyses of this
interaction effect showed that, for both target duration condi-
tions, there was an effect of lower coherence order in the (8,
64) and (0, 64) pairs (all ps < .05), and no significant differ-
ence in the (0, 8) pair was observed (both ps ≥ .27), which
suggests that mean reproduced durations were longer for
Blower encoded^ coherence pairs when the difference be-
tween the coherences was large for the longer durations (see
Fig. 2b–c). Results depicted in Table 1 suggest an effect of
coherence pairs for all reproduced durations.

To better characterize the relationship between the direct
index of change in reproduced durations and the difference
between encoded and reproduced coherence pairs, we con-
ducted a regression analysis. To this end, the change in repro-
duction with increasing difference in coherence was quanti-
fied as the slope of the lines (i.e., the regression equation) that
relate the reproduced durations to the lower coherence
encoded and lower coherence reproduced trial conditions of
these coherence pairs (see Fig. 2, solid red and dashed blue
lines, respectively). Our comparisons of participants’ slopes to
a value of 0 for the low coherence (i.e., SNR) encoded/high
coherence reproduced, and the high coherence encoded/low
coherence reproduced conditions (see Fig. 2a–c) showed that
in the lower coherence encoded condition, the slopes differed
significantly from 0 for all test durations; 2.1 s (M = 0.06, SD
= 0.12), t(36) = 2.93, p = .006, 3.7 s (M = 0.04, SD = 0.06),
t(36) = 3.68, p < .001, and 5.4 (M = 0.02, SD = 0.04), t(36) =

3.45, p = .001, target durations, whereas the slopes of the
lower coherence second condition in the 2.1 s (M = 0.01, SD
= 0.09), 3.7 s (M = 0.003, SD = 0.05), or the 5.4 s (M = -0.005,
SD = 0.05) target duration conditions were not significantly
different from the slope of 0 (all ps ≥ .36).

The same analyses were conducted for participants’ coef-
ficient of variation (CV) values. CVs were calculated by di-
viding each participant’s standard deviation of reproduction
durations by their mean. Results showed that target duration
had a significant effect on CVs, F(1.56, 55.99) = 30.54, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .46, where CVs in the 2.1 s condition (M = .251)
were significantly higher compared to the 3.7 s (M = .193) and
5.4 s (M = .196) conditions (both ps < .001), whereas the
difference between the latter two conditions did not reach
significance (p = .58). Coherence pairs or the order of lower
coherence stimulus had no effect on CVs (both ps ≥ .44).
Identical results were obtained with analyses conducted using
same coherence pairs.

To determine if the previously observed effect of SNR on
reproduced durations is multiplicative (i.e., proportional to the
target duration) or additive, or potentially a mixture of the two,
we have calculated the mean absolute differences in raw (i.e.,
nonnormalized) reproduced durations between low coherence
encoded and low coherence reproduced conditions for each
participant, separately for each target duration (i.e., mean dif-
ference between solid red and dashed blue lines in Fig. 2a–c).
The differences in reproduced durations were M = 0.258 for
the short duration, M = 0.259 for the mid duration, and M =
0.243 for the long duration. One-way repeated-measures
ANOVA did not reveal a significant effect of target duration
on the coherence order-based difference in reproduced dura-
tions (p = .89). These results point at the additive nature of the
observed effects. To further elucidate the question of propor-
tionality and additivity of the effects, we have also calculated
the slope and intercept of the regression lines relating these
difference scores to target durations for each participant. Next,
one-sample t tests were conducted to compare these two pa-
rameter values to a value of 0. A slope value significantly
higher than 0 was hypothesized to capture the multiplicative
portion of the effect of the SNR, whereas a nonzero intercept
value would capture the additive portion of the effect of the
SNR, which applies equally to all durations. Results suggest
that the although the intercept of the regression line was sig-
nificantly higher than 0 (M = 0.27, SD = 0.338, t(36) = 4.87, p
< .001), the slope (M = -0.005) was not (p = .14).

Experiment 2

We modified the experimental design in Experiment 2 to test
the generality and robustness of the findings in Experiment 1
by testing a different group of participants with a different set
of SNRs (i.e., motion coherences).

Table 1 Order of lower coherence stimulus × unequal coherence pairs
repeated-measures ANOVA for normalized reproduced duration, for
three target duration conditions (2.1, 3.7, & 5.4 seconds), in Experiment 1

Target duration Source df F ηp
2 p

2.1 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 11.56 .24 .002

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 2 10.24 .22 .001

A × B (interaction) 2 2.35 .06 .1

Error (within subjects) 72

3.7 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 13.21 .27 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 1.63 8.53 .19 .001a

A × B (interaction) 2 7.71 .18 .001

Error (within subjects) 72

5.4 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 5.15 .13 .03

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 2 7.9 .18 .001

A × B (interaction) 2 4.16 .1 .02

Error (within subjects) 72

a Greenhouse–Geisser correction.
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Method

Participants The inclusion criteria for participants in
Experiment 2 were the same as those in Experiment 1.
Thirty-six participants were tested in Experiment 2 (12 male,
Mage = 19.8 years, age range = 18–23 years), 29 of which

participated for course credit in two identical sessions, where-
as the remaining seven participated in a single session.

Procedure The procedure of Experiment 2 was identical to
Experiment 1, except for the replacement of the 0 % coher-
ence stimulus and the static stimulus with 23 and 98 %

Fig. 2 Mean normalized reproduced durations as a function of coherence
pair and the order of lower coherence in Experiment 1 (a-b-c) and
Experiment 2 (d-e-f) in 2.1 second (a & d), 3.7 second (b & e), and 5.4
second (c & f) conditions. Coherence pairs are ordered in ascending order

according to their difference. Dashed green horizontal line denotes
hypothetical perfectly accurate performance. Error bars denote standard
errors of the mean. (Color figure online)
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coherence stimuli. This change was implemented for three
reasons: (1) The 0 and 8 % coherence stimuli were generally
reported to be perceptually very similar by the participants in
Experiment 1, (2) the static stimulus was systematically
overestimated and therefore could not be treated as a paramet-
ric level of SNR to analyses, and (3) we aimed to explore
the effect of a wider range of coherence levels for
completeness.

Data analysis As with Experiment 1, trials in which
reproduced durations were larger than 3 times, or less than
one third of the target duration were excluded as outliers (av-
erage percentage of cases: short duration: M = 2.1 %; did
duration: M = 2.55 %; long duration: M = 2.45 %).
Additionally, five participants’ data were excluded from anal-
yses in line with the exclusion criterion described earlier (see
Experiment 1, Data Analysis section). The same analyses de-
scribed for Experiment 1 were also applied to the data gath-
ered from this experiment.

Results

Consistent with the results of Experiment 1, our analysis of the
mean normalized reproduced durations (i.e., reproduced dura-
tion divided by target duration) in same coherence pairs across
target durations in Experiment 2 revealed a main effect of
target duration, F(1.177, 35.312) = 60.3, p < .001, ηp

2 = .67,
as well as a significant main effect of same coherence pairs,
(F(2.1, 62) = 3.326, p = .041, ηp

2 = .10, and no interaction
between target duration and same coherence pairs (p = .24).
Post hoc analyses based on the normalized reproduction times
showed that the difference between all three durations reached
significance (all ps < .001; see Fig. 1b). Additionally, post hoc
analyses of the effect of coherence pairs showed that the (8, 8)
coherence pair (M = 1) was reproduced significantly shorter
than the (98, 98) coherence pair (M = 1.04, p = .012). None of
the remaining comparisons reached significance (all ps ≥. 071;
see Fig. 1b).

The three-way repeated-measures ANOVA, conducted
with unequal coherence pairs in Experiment 2, showed the
identical pattern as that conducted in Experiment 1. Namely,
all three main effects were significant, duration: F(1.15,
33.44) = 78.13, p < .001, ηp

2 = .73; coherence pairs: F(5,
145) = 8.22, p < .001, ηp

2 = .22; order of lower coherence
stimulus: F(1, 29) = 34.78, p < .001, ηp

2 = .55. There was also
a significant interaction between duration and order of lower
coherence, F(2, 58) = 7.07, p = .002, ηp

2 = .20, as well as order
of lower coherence and coherence pairs, F(2.99, 86.86) =
10.59, p < .001, ηp

2 = .27.
Results of Experiment 2 regarding unequal coherence pairs

for different duration conditions also closely resembled those
obtained in Experiment 1 (see Table 2), where an increase in
SNR from an encoded to a reproduced stimulus led to an

overreproduction, and this effect was magnified with increas-
ing difference between the encoded and the reproduced coher-
ences. On the other hand, a decrease in SNR from a encoded
to a rep roduced s t imu lus d id no t r e su l t i n an
underreproduction of the target durations by the same amount
(see Fig. 2d–f).

Table 2 shows that for all duration conditions there was a
significant effect of coherence pairs, as well as a significant
effect of the order of lower coherence stimulus, in addition to
an interaction effect of these two factors. Simple effects anal-
yses of the significant interaction in 2.1-s duration condition
showed an effect of lower coherence order in the (64, 98), (8,
64), (23, 98), and (8, 98) pairs (all ps < .001), in all of which
the normalized reproduced durations were longer when the
participants encoded the duration with the lower coherence
(note that one participant’s data in the [23, 8] pair were not
included in the analysis due to exclusion criteria). Simple ef-
fect analyses in the 3.7-s duration condition showed an effect
of lower coherence order in the (64, 98), (23, 64), (23, 98), and
(8, 98) pairs (all ps < .05), where the normalized reproduced
durations were longer when lower coherence was encoded
compared to when it was reproduced. Finally, in the post
hoc comparisons of the interaction effect in the 5.4-s condi-
tion, the effect of order of lower coherence reached signifi-
cance in the (64, 98), (8, 64), (23, 98), and (8, 98) pairs (all ps
< .05), where the normalized reproduced durations were lon-
ger when the lower coherence was encoded compared to when
it was reproduced.

Our comparisons of participants’ slopes of the lines that
relate the reproduced durations to the low SNR encoded/
high SNR reproduced, and the high SNR encoded/low SNR
reproduced conditions (see Fig. 2d–f) showed the exact pat-
tern as the one seen in Experiment 1. Namely, in the lower

Table 2 Order of lower coherence stimulus × unequal coherence pairs
repeated-measures ANOVA for normalized reproduced duration, for
three target duration conditions (2.1, 3.7, & 5.4 seconds), in Experiment 2

Target duration Source df F ηp
2 p

2.1 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 42.36 .59 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 3.57 4.28 .13 .004a

A × B (interaction) 5 7.43 .2 .001

Error (within subjects) 145

3.7 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 21.8 .42 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 5 3.4 .1 .006

A × B (interaction) 2.77 3.23 .1 .03a

Error (within subjects) 145

5.4 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 16.89 .36 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 5 7.69 .2 .001

A × B (interaction) 2.94 5.76 .16 .001a

Error (within subjects) 145

a Greenhouse–Geisser correction.
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coherence encoded condition, the slopes differed significantly
from a value of 0 in the 2.1-s (M = 0.03, SD = 0.03), t(30) =
5.57, p < .001; 3.7-s (M = 0.01, SD = 0.02), t(30) = 4.26, p <
.001; and 5.4-s (M = 0.02, SD = 0.02), t(30) = 5.08, p < .001,
target durations, whereas the slopes of the lower coherence
second condition in the 2.1-s (M = -0.004, SD = 0.02), 3.7-s
(M = -0.004, SD = 0.02), or the 5.4-s (M = 0, SD = 0.01) target
durations were not significantly different from the slope of 0
(all ps ≥ .35). (Note that the data of the same participant were
excluded from the analysis.)

As with Experiment 1, a three-way ANOVA was per-
formed to determine if mean CV values changed as a
function of target duration, coherence pairs, or the order
of lower coherence stimulus. Results showed that target
duration had a significant effect on CVs, F(2, 60) = 39.57,
p < .001, ηp

2 = .57. Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed
that all duration pairs differed significantly from each oth-
er (all ps < .01), with CVs being highest in the 2.1-s
condition (M = .19), followed by the 3.7-s (M = .154)
and the 5.4-s (M = .137) conditions. Additionally, there
was a main effect of the order of lower coherence stimu-
lus on CV, F(1, 30) = 4.58, p = .04, ηp

2 = .13, where CVs
were higher when lower coherence was reproduced (M =
.165), compared to when it was encoded (M = .155).
There was no main effect of coherence pairs, or a signif-
icant interaction between any of the factors on CV (all ps
≥ .13). (Results obtained with analyses using same coher-
ence pairs were the same, except that they showed that
CVs in the 3.7-s and 5.4-s conditions did not differ
significantly.)

Also identical with Experiment 1, the mean absolute
differences in raw reproductions between low encoded
and low reproduced conditions (i.e., mean difference be-
tween solid red and dashed blue lines in Fig. 2d, e, & f)
were calculated for each participant, separately for each
target duration. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA,
with this difference value as the dependent and target
duration as the independent variable, was conducted to
determine if the previously observed effect of SNR on
reproduced durations is multiplicative or additive (or po-
tentially a mixture of the two). Results revealed a signif-
icant effect of target duration on the coherence order-
based difference in reproduced durations, F(2, 60) =
6.92, p = .002, ηp

2 = .19. Post hoc analyses revealed that
the effect of SNR on reproduced durations tended to in-
crease with longer target durations (Mshort = 0.191, Mmid =
0.23, Mlong = 0.332). All comparisons, except for the one
between the mid and long target duration conditions (p =
.21), reached significance (all ps < 0.05). Additionally, we
calculated the slope and intercept of the regression lines
relating these absolute difference scores to target dura-
tions for each participant. One-sample t tests suggest that
both the slope (M = 0.043, SD = 0.075), t(30) = 3.18,

p = .003, and the intercept of the regression line were
significantly higher than 0 (M = 0.09, SD = 0.221),
t(30) = 2.28, p = .03.

Experiment 3

Experiments 1 and 2 provided almost identical results regard-
ing the behavioral effect of coherent motion of perceived time,
where overreproduction of durations is observed when dura-
tions are encoded with lower and reproduced with higher co-
herence stimuli. In Experiment 3, we specifically aimed to
investigate the potential relationship between this robust be-
havioral effect and the change in the number of eye move-
ments from encoding to reproduction. Accordingly,
Experiment 3 was, in effect, identical to Experiment 2, except
for the addition of the eye-tracking methodology. A different
group of participants were tested in this study.

Method

Stimuli and apparatus The experimental procedure and the
stimulus properties used in Experiment 3 were identical to
those used in Experiment 2. Participants’ eye movements
were recorded by a Tobii T120 eye tracker (Tobii
Technology, AB, Danderyd, Sweden) at a constant frame rate
of 120 Hz (at approximately 8-ms intervals) using five infra-
red lights. Stimuli were presented on the integrated 17-inch
TFT screen of the T120 (1,280 × 1,024 pixel resolution). No
headmount was used. Two nine-point calibrations were made:
one in the beginning and another one halfway through the
session.

Participants Thirty-seven participants participated in a single
session (16 male,Mage = 19.4 years, age range = 18–24 years),
and were paid 15 liras for participation (approx. $5).

Data analysisAs with Experiment 1 and 2, trials in which the
reproduced durations were larger than three times or less than
one third of the target duration were excluded as outliers (av-
erage percentage of cases: short duration: M = 2.21 %; mid
duration: M = 2.45 %; long duration: M = 2.3 %).
Additionally, five participants’ data were excluded from anal-
yses in line with the exclusion criterion described previously
(see Experiment 1, Data Analysis section). The behavioral
analyses conducted in Experiment 3 were identical with those
in Experiment 2 (see Experiment 2, Data Analysis section).

Preprocessing of eye tracking data was done by replacing each
bad value with the last good value before it, as described in
Leppänen, Forssman, Kaatiala, Yrttiaho, and Wass (2014).
Bad values were determined based on the most conservative
(exclusive) measure of gaze data validity as suggested by
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Tobii, where the eye-tracking system successfully recorded
both eyes and was sure as to which eye the detected gaze data
came from (invalid and uncertain frames during encoding: M
= 25.01 %, SD = 19.28%; invalid and uncertain frames during
reproduction:M = 26.58 %, SD = 20.28 %; see Nevalainen &
Sajaniemi, 2004, for reference values). Interpolated gaze data
were then smoothed by applying a 5-point running average,
after which the number of saccadic eye movements in each
trial was calculated by the Microsaccade Toolbox for R
(Engbert, Sinn, Mergenthaler, & Trukenbrod 2015). Number
of saccades in each trial, for both the encoded and the
reproduced RDM stimuli, were then estimated by using the
same toolbox. The velocity threshold for a saccade was set at 3
times the median of smoothed gaze data (see Engbert et al.,
2015). Candidate saccade sequences had to pass this threshold
for a minimum duration of two data samples (i.e., around 16.7
ms), which were then identified as binocular saccades from
monocular candidate sequences in right and left eyes (Engbert
et al., 2015).

Results

Our analysis of the mean normalized reproduced durations in
same coherence pairs across target durations in Experiment 3
revealed a main effect of target duration, F(1.213, 37,603) =
59.6, p < .001, ηp

2 = .67, as well as a significant main effect of
same coherence pairs, F(2.104, 65.234) = 5.43, p = .006, ηp

2 =
.15, and a significant interaction between target duration and
same coherence pairs, F(3.92, 121.36) = 2.635, p = .038, ηp

2 =
.08. Post hoc analyses based on the normalized reproduction
times showed that the difference between all three durations
reached significance for all coherence pairs (all ps < .01; see
Fig. 1c). Additionally, post hoc analyses of the effect of co-
herence pairs showed that the (8, 8) coherence pair (M = 1.06)
was reproduced significantly shorter than the (64, 64) and the
(98, 98) coherence pairs (M = 1.165,M = 1.177, respectively),
in the 2.1-s duration (both ps < .01), and the (64, 64) coher-
ence pair (M = 0.992) was reproduced significantly shorter
than the (98, 98) coherence pair (M = 1.038, p = .032) in the
3.4-s duration conditions. None of the remaining comparisons
reached significance (all ps ≥ .061; see Fig. 1c).

The three-way repeated-measures ANOVA conducted with
unequal coherence pairs in Experiment 3 showed the identical
pattern as that conducted in Experiments 1 and 2. Namely, all
three main effects were significant, duration: F(1.18, 36.52) =
87.59, p < .001, ηp

2 = .74; coherence pairs: F(3.13, 96.88) =
8.45, p < .001, ηp

2 = .21; order of lower coherence stimulus:
F(1, 31) = 32.48, p < .001, ηp

2 = .51. There was also a signif-
icant interaction between duration and order of lower coher-
ence, F(1.35, 41.73) = 21.37, p < .001, ηp

2 = .41, as well as
order of lower coherence and coherence pairs, F(2.94, 91.04)
= 13.15, p < .001, ηp

2 = .30.

Results of Experiment 3 regarding unequal coherence pairs
for different duration conditions also closely resembled those
obtained in Experiment 1 and 2, where an increase in SNR
from an encoded to a reproduced stimulus lead to an
overreproduction, and this effect was magnified with increas-
ing difference between the encoded and the reproduced coher-
ences (see Fig. 3). The statistical outputs are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3 shows that, as with Experiment 2, for all duration
conditions there was a significant effect of coherence pairs, as
well as a significant effect of the order of lower coherence
stimulus, in addition to an interaction effect of these two fac-
tors. Simple effects analyses of the significant interaction in
both 2.1-s and 3.7-s conditions showed an effect of lower
coherence order in the all coherence pairs, except for (8, 23)
(all ps < .05), in all of which the normalized reproduced du-
rations were longer when the participants encoded the dura-
tion with the lower coherence. Finally, simple effects analyses
of the significant interaction in the 5.4-s condition showed an
effect of lower coherence order in the all coherence pairs ex-
cept for the (8, 23) and (64, 98) (all ps < .05), in all of which
the normalized reproduced durations were longer when the
participants encoded the duration with the lower coherence.

Our comparisons of participants’ slopes of the lines that
relate the reproduced durations to the low SNR encoded/
high SNR reproduced, and the high SNR encoded/low SNR
reproduced conditions (see Fig. 3a–c) showed the a similar
pattern to the ones seen in Experiments 1 and 2. Namely, in
the lower coherence encoded condition, the slopes differed
significantly from a value of 0 in the 2.1-s (M = 0.04, SD =
0.04), t(31) = 4.88, p < .001, 3.7-s (M = 0.02, SD = 0.04), t(31)
= 3.81, p = .001, and 5.4-s (M = 0.02, SD = 0.03), t(31) = 4.15,
p < .001, target duration conditions, whereas the slopes of the
lower coherence second condition in the 3.7-s (M = -0.003,
SD = 0.02) or the 5.4-s (M = 0.001, SD = 0.02) target duration
conditions were not significantly different from the slope of 0
(both ps ≥. 46). The slope of the lower coherence reproduced
condition in the 2.1-s condition did, however, significantly
differ from 0 (M = -0.013, SD = 0.03), t(31) = -2.5, p < .001.

As with Experiments 1 and 2, a three-way ANOVA was
conducted to see if CV values differed significantly, depend-
ing on reproduced duration, unequal coherence pairs, or the
order of lower coherence stimulus. Results suggest a signifi-
cant effect of target duration on CV, F(2, 62) = 44.17, p < .001,
ηp
2 = .59. Post hoc analyses parallel those in Experiment 2,

with differences in all target duration pairs reaching signifi-
cance (all ps < .001). Specifically, CVs decreased with

�Fig. 3 Mean normalized reproduced durations as a function of coherence
pair and the order of lower coherence in Experiment 3. Coherence pairs
are ordered in ascending order according to their difference.Dashed green
horizontal line denotes hypothetical perfectly accurate performance.
Error bars denote standard errors of the mean. (Color figure online)
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increasing target duration, with highest CVs observed in the
2.1-s duration condition (M = .19), followed by the 3.7-s (M =
.138) and the 5.4-s duration conditions (M = .126), respective-
ly. None of the other main or interaction effects reached sig-
nificance (both ps ≥. 64). Identical results were obtained with
analyses conducted using same coherence pairs.

Finally, as with Experiments 1 and 2, to determine if the
previously observed effect of SNR on reproduced durations is
multiplicative or additive, a one-way repeated-measures
ANOVAwas conducted, with mean absolute raw differences
in reproduced durations for the three target duration condi-
tions as the dependent variable, and target duration as the
independent variable. The differences in reproduced durations
wereM = 0.384 for the short duration, M = 0.357 for the mid
duration, and M = 0.418 for the long duration. A one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA failed to reveal a significant effect
of target duration on the coherence order-based difference in
reproduced durations (p = .37). Additionally, one-sample t
tests suggested that although the positive mean slope param-
eter of the regression lines relating these difference scores to
target durations did not differ significantly from 0 (M = 0.011,
p = 0.51), the intercept did (M = 0.347, SD = 0.404), t(31) =
4.86, p < .001.

Eye-tracking data analyses The change in the number of
saccades from encoding to reproduction (henceforth referred
to as the saccadic differential) in each target duration condi-
tion for each unequal coherence pair is presented in Fig. 4.
Visual inspection of Fig. 4 suggests an overlap between the
saccadic differential values and normalized reproduced dura-
tions, with increasing difference between encoded and
reproduced stimulus coherences. This visual overlap suggests
a predictive relationship between the saccadic differential and

the reproduced duration. To test this assumption, we have
conducted two orthogonal regression analyses separately for
the low coherence encoded and low coherence reproduced
conditions (solid red and dashed blue lines in Fig. 3, respec-
tively). These analyses were conducted separately for each
target duration condition (see Table 4).

Each orthogonal regression analysis tested if the change in
the number of eye movements from encoding to reproduction
(i.e., the saccadic differential) significantly predicted normal-
ized reproduced durations. Results depicted in Table 4 sug-
gests that in all three target duration conditions, saccadic dif-
ferential significantly predicted the normalized reproduced
durations when there was an increase in coherence from
encoding to reproduction (i.e., low coherence encoded condi-
tion). On the other hand, saccadic differentials did not predict
reproduced durations, when there was a decrease in coherence
from encoding to reproduction, in any of the target duration
conditions. Taken together, these results suggest that the
change in the number of saccadic eye movements from
encoding to reproduction is in fact able to index the
reproduced duration when there is an accompanying increase
in coherence. On the other hand, the predictive power of the
saccadic differential disappears when there is a decrease in
coherence from encoding to reproduction. Overall, these re-
sults point to a conditional predictive relation inherent to the
change in saccadic eye movements, with regard to the per-
ceived interval durations.

Discussion

Our results from all three experiments consistently
showed that increasing the coherence of motion from
encoding to reproduction resulted in overreproduction of
target intervals. This effect was also magnified with in-
creasing difference between motion coherences of two
consecutive stimuli and was not mirrored when motion
coherence decreased from the encoded to the reproduced
stimulus. The difference between encoded and reproduced
coherences had virtually no effect on reproduced dura-
tions in this latter condition. Additionally, the difference
between the number of saccadic eye movements during
encoding and reproduction showed a very similar pattern
to that seen with reproduced durations (i.e., when higher
coherence was reproduced) with regard to unequal coher-
ence pairs.

Table 3 Order of lower coherence stimulus × unequal coherence pairs
repeated-measures ANOVA for normalized reproduced duration, for
three target duration conditions (2.1, 3.7, & 5.4 seconds), in Experiment 3

Target duration Source df F ηp
2 p

2.1 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 33.89 .52 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 5 4.05 .12 .002

A × B (interaction) 3.78 8.18 .21 .001a

Error (within subjects) 155

3.7 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 27.34 .46 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 5 5.22 .14 .001

A × B (interaction) 3.72 3.52 .1 .011a

Error (within subjects) 155

5.4 seconds (A) Order of lower coherence 1 19.57 .39 .001

(B) Unequal coherence pairs 3.38 3.55 .1 .014

A × B (interaction) 3.47 5.02 .14 .002

Error (within subjects) 155

a Greenhouse–Geisser correction.

�Fig. 4 Change in the number of saccadic eyemovements from training to
reproduction in the low coherence given (red line) and low coherence
reproduced (blue line) conditions, for the three target durations. Dashed
green horizontal line denotes hypothetical zero difference between
number of eye movements. Error bars denote standard errors of the
mean. (Color figure online)
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These results are more in line with the predictions of the
effect of the motion coherence manipulation on attention to
time, compared to its effects on the clock speed. If the effect of
our manipulation was on the clock speed, with regard to the
cited literature we would expect underreproduction of the tar-
get durations when the coherence of the timed stimulus in-
creased from the encoding to reproduction. This prediction
is derived under the assumption that, if SNR is assumed to
be an indicator of the magnitude of motion in an RDM stim-
ulus, an increase in motion coherence would also increase the
clock speed. Such an effect would result in multiplicative
(proportional) modulation of the timing behavior. Our data
directly oppose this prediction. First and foremost, durations
were overreproducedwhen there was an increase in coherence
from encoding to reproduction. Second, the effect of change in
motion coherence from encoding to reproduction on interval
timing had a prominent additive component (in the opposite
direction) in all three experiments.

In terms of the directionality of the observed effects, our
findings are more in line with the attentional modulation of
perceived durations. This conclusion is based on the finding
that higher SNR attracts more attention to sensory stimulus
properties (i.e., random motion, speed, directionality) at the
expense of attention paid to its temporal properties (Thomas&
Cantor, 1978; Thomas & Weaver, 1975). This view of atten-
tion as being a limited cognitive resource that can be concur-
rently distributed among different qualities of perceived stim-
uli (e.g., its temporal and nontemporal properties) and thereby
affect temporal perception is well grounded within the timing
literature (Brown, 1995; Cantor & Thomas, 1977; Mattes &
Ulrich, 1998; Thomas & Cantor, 1978; Thomas & Weaver,
1975; Tse et al., 2004). There are at least two forms in which
attentional modulation can affect the timing behavior. First,
the attention-based extension of the scalar timing model
(Gibbon et al., 1984) suggests that the clock pulses are gated
by a hypothetical switch mechanism to an accumulator, whose
Bletting through^ function is probabilistic (Lejeune, 1998;
Penney, 2003) and is thought to be modulated by the amount
of attention paid to the temporal properties of an event, where
higher attention to time codes for a higher probability of
switch closure, and vice versa (Lejeune, 1998; Penney,

Gibbon, & Meck, 2000; Zakay & Block, 1995). Second, this
switch mechanism is also characterized by alterations in its
opening and closing latencies, on the onset and the offset of
timing a duration, respectively (Gibbon & Church 1984;
Wearden et al., 1998; Zakay & Block, 1995). The second
mechanism would lead to additive modulation of reproduced
durations as it only affects the onset and/or offset of timing,
whereas the first mechanism would lead to proportional mod-
ulation of reproduced durations as it modulates timing
throughout the entire stimulus presentation. In light of these
models, our results can partially be explained by assuming
that a higher SNR attracted more attention to the nontemporal
properties of the timed stimulus and therefore was perceived
to be shorter, by acting on either the switch closure probability,
the switch opening–closing latencies, or both (see below).
However, none of these accounts formulated within a
Bpacemaker-accumulator^ framework predict an asymmetry
between identical experimental manipulations made to the
encoded and reproduced stimuli (i.e., increase vs. decrease
in coherence from encoding to reproduction). This is because
the encoding and decoding phases are typically assumed to
adhere to identical pacemaker-accumulator contingencies.
Consequently, further model specification is necessary to ex-
plain the asymmetry in our data, where an increase but not a
decrease in SNR led to overreproduction of intervals.

To explain the asymmetrical effects observed in our study,
a speculative account of our the attention-based model can be
formulated by assuming a one-directional Bchange detection^
or attentional deployment process that is sensitive to an in-
crease but not to a decrease in SNR by the same amount (a
precondition for parametric attention-related effects). Within
this conjecture, it can be assumed that an increase in SNR
from encoding to reproduction might universally attract atten-
tion to the stimulus quality that contains the corresponding
signal, but at the expense of attention given to its duration.
As a result, such a model would predict overreproduction of
the target durations when the SNR increases from encoding to
reproduction, with no underreproduction when the SNR
decreases from encoding to reproduction. Thus, a combina-
tion of change detection with the attention-mediated
switch mechanism (primarily, latency to closure) can explain

Table 4 Coefficient variables
resulting from orthogonal
regression analyses for three
target duration conditions (2.1,
3.7, & 5.4 seconds), with mean
normalized reproduced duration
as the dependent variable, in
Experiment 3

Unstandardized coefficients

Target duration Experimental condition B SE Z p

2.1 seconds Lower coherence given 0.07 0.02 3.24 .001

Lower coherence reproduced 0.03 0.02 1.83 .07

3.7 seconds Lower coherence given 0.03 0 11.02 .001

Lower coherence reproduced 0.02 0.01 0.97 .33

5.4 seconds Lower coherence given 0.02 0 5.89 .001

Lower coherence reproduced 0 0 0.99 .32

Predictor: saccadic differential.
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our findings, including the prominent asymmetries (i.e., the
lack of the expected negative slopes in Figs. 2 & 3, discussed
previously).

Similar asymmetries have recently been observed in other
studies testing for differences in the discrimination of tempo-
ral properties of stimuli using the temporal reproduction meth-
odology (e.g., Cai & Wang, 2014; Rammsayer & Verner,
2014). For instance, a looming stimulus leads to time dilation,
whereas the opposite effect is not observed for a receding
stimulus. (e.g., Van Wassenhove et al., 2008; Van
Wassenhove et al., 2011). These findings were hypothesized
to result from potential modulations in both clock speed (mul-
tiplicative effects) and switch latency (additive effects), and
therefore directly relate to and are complemented by the
results presented here. Moreover, Raymond and Isaak
(1998) have shown that, regardless of the interval between
the two stimuli, the coherence threshold of a second RDM
stimulus increases when the direction of motion is the same
with the first stimulus. This predicts differential degrees of
detectability of motion direction of the second stimulus be-
tween those cases in which the motion coherence was reduced
versus increased from the first to the second stimulus. This
finding may also account for the asymmetry in our data.
Further studies are necessary to confirm whether motion
thresholds vary as such during temporal reproduction.

If an increase in the SNR leads to less attention paid to the
temporal aspects throughout the trial (i.e., affect the switch
closing probability), then one would expect the magnitude
of overreproduction to be proportional to the timed intervals.
However, in all experiments, the additive component of the
effect was more prominent than the multiplicative component.
In fact, there was no reliable multiplicative component of the
effect in two out of three experiments. Thus, these unidirec-
tional (low coherence → high coherence) additive alterations
in timing behavior can be better explained by the effect of the
increase in motion coherence on the switch closure latency
during the reproduction phase (Block & Zakay 1996;
Gibbon & Church, 1984; Gibbon et al., 1984; Wearden
et al., 1998; Zakay & Block, 1995, 1996), which would also
lead to longer reproductions. Interestingly, this effect in-
creased with the difference between the coherences, suggest-
ing that the switch closure latency also increased as a function
of the coherence difference when there was an increased mo-
tion coherence. This behavioral observation could be the man-
ifestation of the surprisal/attentional lapse in the case of an
increase in SNR, during which the temporal aspects of the
event are not processed.

To that end, although the task parameters were identical
between Experiments 2 and 3, Experiment 2 revealed a slight
multiplicative component to the effect of the increase in mo-
tion coherence from encoding to reproduction. Because this
effect was in the direction of overreproduction rather than
underreproduction of the target intervals, it can also be

attributed to the additional effect of the experimental manipu-
lation on switch closure probability. Although participants
were instructed not to pay attention to the properties of the
RDM stimulus besides its duration (e.g., speed, direction, den-
sity), given the close link between attention and the coherence
of motion in the highly dynamic RDM stimulus (e.g.,
Baumann & Mattingley, 2014; Bolandnazar, Lennarz,
Mirpour, & Bisley, 2015; Liu, Fuller, & Carrasco, 2006), it
is indeed possible that the various levels of coherent motion
attracted differential levels of attention paid to the nontempo-
ral properties of the RDM stimulus between encoding and
reproduction phases in this experiment. Experiment 3 investi-
gated the potential relationship between the change in the
number of eye movements from encoding to reproduction,
and the robust behavioral results observed in Experiments 1
and 2 (i.e., reproduced duration). As mentioned previously,
saccadic eye movements have been shown to compress (i.e.,
shorten) perceived durations (Burr et al., 2010; Eagleman,
2005). Our results from Experiment 3 mainly showed that
the change in the saccadic eye movements from encoding to
reproduction as a function of difference in related motion co-
herences exhibited a nearly identical pattern to the corre-
sponding changes in the reproduced durations. More specifi-
cally, the slope of the lines that relate the saccadic differentials
to the lower coherence encoded trial conditions correlated
highly with the the slope of the lines that relate the reproduced
durations to the identical trial conditions. Additionally this
effect was found to hold for all three target durations. On the
other hand, there was no relation between eye movements and
reproduced durations in conditions where there was a decrease
in coherence from encoding to reproduction—which was ex-
pected, given the lack of behavioral modulation in this partic-
ular condition. These results directly support the Bone-direc-
tional change detection^ variant of the scalar timing model
detailed previously, and further complement the behavioral
findings observed in Experiments 1 and 2. Given our findings,
the change in the number of saccadic eye movements might
correlate with the latency to start accumulating temporal in-
formation when there is an increase in coherence from
encoding to reproduction.

Our analyses of CVs in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 suggest
that CVs across durations were not constant. Interestingly,
research contesting the constancy of CVs traditionally shows
an increase in CV with longer/supra-second timed durations
(also see Grondin, 2014, for a review); although higher CVs
have been found for sub-second intervals as well (see Lewis &
Miall, 2009). Our results in all three experiments contradict
these findings, showing that CVs decrease with target
durations (see above). Such effects can be accounted for by
a generalized form of Weber’s law (Getty, 1975; Killeen
& Weiss, 1987), which assumes an additive (i.e., a constant
noise) in addition to a scalar source of variability in perceived
durations (Ekman, 1959). The additive source of effect
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would be expressed stronger in shorter durations. It is impor-
tant to note, however, that the design of the current study is not
ideal for coming to definitive conclusions regarding the
Bnonconstancy^ of CV.

Finally, overreproduction of all same-coherence pairs
in the 2.1-s condition, close-to-target reproduction in the
3.7-s condition, and an underreproduction in the 5.4-s
condition in all three experiments is in line with previous
research on timing (see Fig. 2). Specifically, these results
point at a migration of reproduced durations (a.k.a. mem-
ory mixing), possibly because the three durations were
randomly assigned to each trial rather than being blocked
(i.e., Vierordt’s law; Gu & Meck, 2011; Lejeune &
Wearden, 2009). Additionally, an unexpected result was
found in Experiment 1, where reproductions in trials in
which the static stimulus was encoded or decoded were
longer than the target duration. This result cannot be
readily explained by adhering to the effect of the static
stimulus exclusively on the allocation of attentional re-
sources (i.e., switch) or on the arousal level (i.e., pace-
maker), because opposite behavioral outputs are expected
for the two mechanisms. Further, more controlled exper-
iments are necessary to elucidate the differential effect of
a static stimulus among dynamic stimuli within the tem-
poral reproduction paradigm.

Our findings point at the modulation of time percep-
tion by the complex statistics of the stimulus properties
(e.g., increase vs. decrease in SNR), adding to the find-
ings of similar studies that used other stimulus features.
Moreover, a robust effect of motion coherence was found
in all three experiments, opposing some of the previous
work which found no effect of motion coherence on the
perception of durations (e.g., Kanai et al., 2006), further-
ing the discussion on the subject. Based on our findings,
specific predictions regarding other functions (e.g., signal
detection) can be derived. For instance, the primarily
additive nature of the effects of increase in motion co-
herence suggest that the behavioral effects are driven at
the onset of the timed event. Consequently, the detection
of other stimulus immediately after the onset (and maybe
also at offset) of the timing stimulus might be less likely
during the second presentation of the stimulus when
there is an increase in SNR. Thus, the asymmetrical ef-
fects of our experimental manipulations on timing behav-
ior might also generalize to other domains. Although our
results primarily showed an additive effect on timing
behavior, we also detected a multiplicative effect in the
second experiment. To better estimate the relative contri-
bution of multiplicative and additive effects, future stud-
ies can test a wider range of durations. Finally, future
studies can test the generality of these findings to other
stimulus dimensions, such as size, speed, and brightness,
in addition to using eye-tracking methodologies with

forced foveal fixation to distinguish between the effect
of the perception of motion and the effect of saccadic
eye movements induced by that motion.
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